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Abstract - Plastic injection molding is vastly used in today’s manufacturing industry. In injection molding process, the 

cooling channel performance is one of the most crucial factors because it has significant effect on both production rate and 

the quality of the plastic part. In order to reduce the cycle time and control the uniform distribution of temperature, it is 

necessary to create conformal cooling channels which conform to the shape of the mold cavity and core. This project work 

presents a simulation study of different types of cooling channels in an injection molded plastic part and compares the 

performance in terms of cooling time, temperature profile and part warpage to determine which configuration is more 

appropriate to provide uniform cooling with minimum cycle time. Autodesk Moldflow Insight (AMI) simulation software 

is used to examine the results of the cooling channels performance. Cooling phase takes more than 2/3 of the whole cycle 

time making it the most dominant factor among the other components of the cycle. The influence of cooling channels 

discussed by comparing straight drilling cooling channels (SDCC) with conformal cooling channels (CCC). A bottle cap was 

analyzed by employing 4 different cooling systems.  

Index Terms - Injection molding, Conformal cooling, Simulation, Mold flow, Cycle time.  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Thermoplastic injection molding is a well-known process for manufacturing effortless and complex shaped products in short 

time and at low cost. Now a days there is a need for optimizing the processing parameters to increase productivity. In the cycle time 

the cooling time can represent more than 60% of the injection cycle. Cutting down the cycle time for each part is a major concern 

in injection molding machine. In order to set the processing parameters, they commonly follow on experience and trial-and–error 

method. This process becomes inadequate and unpractical for complex products. As a consequence the designers need a more 

powerful tool to analyze and to optimize the process. This project is to design an experiment to optimize a cooling cycle time of 

product by using conformal cooling channel system. The motive of this paper is to study on the cooling in injection molding, since 

it has large impact on production cost and quality of produced part. Traditional mold cooling designed is practical experience and 

designer’s knowledge. This method is simple and may be efficient in practice, but becomes less feasible for the complex part. 

Therefore many researchers have proposed some optimization methods to undertake this problem. 

In this work, the Plastic Bowl was taken up to express the whole optimizing process. The modeling is done by one of the 

modeling software CATIA V5. It is then imported to Mold flow by IGES format. The plastic material used for the product is 

Polypropylene. The thickness of the product is 2.5mm & Part weight is 105gram. There are three mesh types in Mold flow software 

including mid plane, 3D and Fusion. Due to the thickness of the plastic product, we adopt the surface meshes (Fusion) and used 

grid mesh tool to modify mesh defects.  

 

Figure 1: Plastic Bowl 

In this project, positions of conformal cooling channel are considered as design parameter to minimize the cooling cycle 

time. Plastic Bowl thickness and material are assumed to be predetermined according to the strength requirements of the structure. 

Minimum cooling line to line distances recommended by the industry are considered. Cooling line diameter 4 mm considered. 

It should be noted that processing parameters like coolant flow rate, barrel temperature, injection pressure, injection speed and 

process conditions like holding pressure, Holding time and cooling time have significant effect on the quality of the part in terms 
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of warpage and shrink mark. In order to ensure the quality of the part, one should therefore consider these factors. However, the 

present study focuses only on the position of the conformal cooling lines. Selection of optimum processing parameters is outside 

the scope of this study. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Various researchers work regarding the optimization in cooling time by using conformal cooling channel are discussed below,  

Eric Boillat et al. [1] reported potential of layered manufacturing processes (LMP) is their capacity of producing injection tooling 

equipped with complex cooling systems. Tailored cooling systems may help to shorten the mold cycle time. They can also reduce 

the parts defects, like warpages or residual stresses, which are usually due to highly unfavorable cooling processes. The first 

objective of this paper is to present a methodology for the optimal design of cooling systems in three-dimensional injection molds. 

In the second part of this paper, they have compared a conventional mold and a mold equipped with a cooling system optimized by 

means of the proposed methodology. The conclusion is that the optimization of the cooling system doubled the productivity of the 

mold. 

Eric Dimla [2] investigated the temperature profile along the mold cavity wall to improve cooling system design to determine 

optimum and efficient design. The Virtual models were made from Solidworks and Moldflow for straight and conformal cooling 

Channels. 

K. Poornima et al. [3] have compared the straight drilling cooling channel (SDCC) with conformal cooling channels. This was 

done by analyzing multi-cavity rectangular plate for inappropriate draft angles and nominal wall thickness. Designing of rectangular 

plate was done using Pro-E Wildfire 5 and imported to Autodesk Moldflow for analysis. They have conclude the spiral cooling 

channel needed the least cooling time. 

M. Vishnuvarthanan et al. [4] analyzed the cycle time optimization of Hinge Locator – Guided support plastic part, through a 

repeated number of analyses which was carried out by Moldflow simulation software. The process parameters like cooling time, 

Injection time are optimized in which it contributes more in the cycle time. Experimental verification has been done with new 

optimized parameters in Injection molding machine. The results of the experiment showed a way to achieve the purpose of 

optimizing the injection molding machine in a sensible and cost efficient way.  

Hong-Seok Park and Xuan-Phuong Dang [5] proposed the use of cooling channel with array of baffles, the performance of heat 

exchanger in the injection mold can be improved. They have also presented a new algorithm for calculating various parameters that 

are significant in cooling.  

Omar A Mohamed et al. [6] have done a simulation study of different types cooling channels. The channel was designed using 

Pro/Engineer Wildfire 5. The IGES CAD model was imported to Autodesk Moldflow Insight (AMI) simulation software for 

analysis using dual domain meshing. Molding Window has been used for the analysis.  

Wang Yu, et al. [7] designed the conformal cooling circuit on the basis of the relationship formulated between conformal cooling 

and geometry shape of cooling circuit. The cooling design formulation is done with the help of heat transfer model, approximation 

of cooling depth, spacing of cooling channels and estimation of number of Voronoi sites. The cooling performance is demonstrated 

on case studies of helmet and cell phone.  

Xiaorong Xu et al. [8] presented the systematic modular approach to the design of conformal cooling channels. Recognizing 

that the cooling is local to the surface of the tool, the tool is divided up into geometric regions and a channel system is designed for 

each region. Each channel system is itself modeled as composed of cooling elements, typically the region spanned by two channels. 

Six criteria are applied including a transient heat transfer condition which dictates a maximum distance from mold surface to cooling 

channel, considerations of pressure and temperature drop along the flow channel and considerations of strength of the mold. These 

criteria are treated as constraints and successful designs are needed which define windows bounded by these constraints. The 

methodology is validated in application to a complex core and cavity for injection molding. They have conclude Solid Freeform 

Fabrication processes such as 3D Printing can create injection molding tooling with complex cooling channels offering the potential 

for substantial improvement in production rate and part quality. This capability raises the challenge of designing the complex 

cooling channels required to realize these improvements. 

M. V. Kavade et al. [9] suggested Taguchi method is one of the methods of optimization, in which orthogonal array is generated 

based on experimental design. In Taguchi L18 (21 x 37) orthogonal array 18 rows represent the 18 experiments to be conducted 

with 7 columns at, 3 levels of the corresponding factors. ANOVA will be used for statistical evaluation of experimental observations. 

F- Ratio will be used to determine the confidence intervals. The seven columns have Barrel Temperature, Injection pressure, 

Injection speed, Coolant flow rate, Holding pressure, Holding time and cooling time. In search of an optimal parameter combination, 

(favorable process environment) capable of producing desired quality of the product in a relatively lesser time (enhancement in 

productivity), the Taguchi methodology has been characteristically successful. In Taguchi L18 orthogonal matrix experiment, no 

interactions between the input factors are considered. But some interaction effect may be present during the experiment. This may 

result in some observations which do not go with the theoretical belief though not observed during the course of experimentation. 

And they have found Cycle Time was reduced by 4 second as against the cycle time prior to experimentation recorded was 32.4 

second. The percent saving in production was 12.5%, we can reasonably comment that productivity was enhanced by 12.5 %. 

A.B.M. Saifullah et al. [10] reported an investigation on the effects of conformal cooling channel layouts with conventional 

cooling in an injection mould using the Pro/Engineer and ANSYS thermal analysis (finite element analysis) software and 

determining which one offers the most effective heat removal. This paper describes a new square sectioned conformal cooling 

channel system for injection moulding dies. Both simulation and experimental verification have been done with these new cooling 

channels system. Comparative analysis has been done for an industrial part, a plastic bowel, with conventional cooling channels 

using the Moldflow simulation software. Experimental verification has been done for a test plastic part with mini injection moulding 

machine. Comparative results are presented based on temperature distribution on mould surface and cooling time or freezing time 
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of the plastic part. The results provide a uniform temperature distribution with reduced freezing time and hence reduction in cycle 

time for the plastic part. 

III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The introduction of conformal cooling significantly simplifies the injection molding cooling system design methodology. In the 

conformal cooling situation, the heat transfer is localized in a small region between two adjacent cooling channels. This feature 

suggests that we first design a cooling "cell" composed of the small region between the adjacent cooling lines and then map the 

solution to the entire mold. The flexibility of Solid State Fermentation (SFF) processes makes this modular approach possible by 

minimizing the manufacturing constraint that must be applied. This strategy simplifies the cooling line design by providing a 

sequential approach which provides a global solution by the addition of many local solutions. While the design process is simplified, 

the resulting cooling line designs can be quite complex and take full advantage of the flexibility of SFF processes. 

Figure illustrates this design strategy by using a generic part with a hemispherical dome and a flat bottom. As shown in the 

figure 2, the part is first divided into two cooling Zones (a hemisphere and a flat surface) based on its geometry. Then in each 

coolil1g zone the conformal cooling surface is constructed and the cooling channel topological structure is defined. After that the 

system of cooling channels is further decomposed into small elements called cooling cells. The heat transfer analysis and the cooling 

system design is based on these cooling cells and is then mapped to the entire mold. This modularized design strategy is not sensitive 

to the part geometry therefore it keeps the same design simplicity no matter how complex the part geometry is.  

 

Figure 2: Steps for the modularized cooling line design for a generic part [8] 

After the cooling system has been decomposed into simple cooling cells by the method discussed above, the design rules are 

applied to these cooling cells in order to obtain cooling channel design parameters and process conditions. In this, six design rules 

are proposed and design windows are constructed for the cooling line design based on individual cooling cells. These rules include 

design for conformal cooling condition, design for coolant pressure drop, design for coolant temperature uniformity, design for 

sufficient cooling, design for uniform cooling and design for mold strength and deflection. 

a. Design for conformal cooling condition 

As the name implies, conformal cooling is used to signify cooling channels that conform to the surface of mould cavity. 

However, in this work, the term "conformal cooling" has a further significant that is related to the transient heat transfer within the 

mold. When a mold is started up it takes some time before the mold reaches a steady state operating temperature. Figure 3 shows 

the mould surface temperature histories recorded by the thermocouples for both the mould with straight conformal cooling channels 

and that with straight cooling channels. As one can see from the figure, the mold surface temperature of the core with straight 

cooling channels tracked over 25 successive injections starting from the coolant temperature of 12° C and reaching a cycle average 

steady state temperature of approximately 55° C. However, if the cooling lines are placed very close and conformal to the mold 

surface the steady state condition is reached very quickly. As illustrated in Figure 3 the cycle average temperature of a conformal 
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cooled core reaches its steady state value after one injection cycle. Our operational definition of conformal cooling then is that the 

cycle average temperature reaches its steady state value within one injection cycle. As shown by experiments, the difference of the 

mold surface temperature profiles we just discussed above significantly affects the part quality and productivity. 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of mold surface temperature histories for straight channel 

Cooling and conformal channel cooling [8] 

The difference between two cases shown in Figure 3 has to do with the rate of the energy transfer into the mold over 

successive injections and the thermal inertia of the mold. As the hot plastic comes in during each successive injection, heat transfer 

takes place across the plastic mould interface and a heat pulse is conducted through the mold maternal itself. This heat pulse warms 

up the mould material as it propagates toward the cooling channels and is eventually removed in the cooling water. If the cooling 

channels are far from the mold's surface, successive heat pulses keep raising the temperature of the mould until the heat pulse 

propagating in is balanced by heat extraction by the coolant. If the cooling channels are close to the mold surface, the effective 

thermal mass of the tool is confined to that region between the surface and the cooling channels and is much reduced. In addition, 

the conduction path from the surface of the tools to the cooling lines is reduced. As a result, the steady state condition is reached 

much more rapidly and can in fact be attained within one injection cycle. 

An energy balance may be written for the active portion of the mold that is the portion between the surface and the cooling 

lines. 

𝜌𝑚𝐶𝑚𝑙𝑚

𝑑𝑇𝑚

𝑑𝑡
+

ℎ𝜋𝐾𝑚

2𝐾𝑚𝑊 + ℎ𝜋𝐷𝑙𝑚

(𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑐) =
𝜌𝑝𝐶𝑝𝑙𝑝(𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 − 𝑇𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡)

𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

               (1) 

The first term in Equation (1) captures the thermal mass of the tool and the build-up of heat as the temperature of the tool 

increases. The second term in Equation (1) captures the transfer of heat by conduction through the mold and then convection into 

the cooling fluid. The right hand side of Equation (1) captures the source of the heat, which is the cooling down of the plastic. This 

first order differential ordinary differential equation has the solution of the form shown in Equation (2) where Tms is the cycle 

averaged mold temperature at steady state and τ is the time constant of the system. Equations (3) and (4) give the expressions for 

cycle averaged mold temperature and the time constant respectively. Our definition of conformal cooling can now be stated formally 

by requiring that τ be less than or equal to one injection cycle time. Figure 4 shows a prediction of Equation (2) superimposed on 

the experimental results previously shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, there is reasonably good prediction with the cycle average 

temperature. 

𝑇𝑚(𝑡) = 𝑇𝑚0 + (𝑇𝑚𝑠 − 𝑇𝑚0)𝑒
−𝑡
𝜏                                                                                        (2) 

𝑇𝑚𝑠 = 𝑇𝑐 +
𝜌𝑝𝐶𝑝𝑙𝑝(2𝐾𝑚𝑊 + ℎ𝜋𝐷𝑙𝑚)(𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 − 𝑇𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡)

ℎ𝜋𝐷𝐾𝑚𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

                                              (3) 

𝜏 =
𝜌𝑚𝐶𝑚𝑙𝑚(ℎ𝜋𝐷𝑙𝑚 + 2𝐾𝑚𝑊)

ℎ𝜋𝐷𝐾𝑚
                                                                                     (4) 

A limiting case of Equation (4) is that where the heat transfer to the fluid is very efficient and we can then examine the 

limiting case where the heat transfer coefficient goes to infinity. In this case, the expression for the time constant reduces to the 

form shown in Equation (5). In this simplified expression we see that the important material property for the mold is the thermal 

diffusivity which is Km/ Pm Cm. We also see that the time constant is proportional to the square of the distance between the surface 

of the mold and the cooling channels. This simplified expression makes clear the importance of considering this as a transient heat 

transfer calculation. If this were a steady state heat transfer problem than doubling the thermal conductivity of the mold would allow 

the channels to be placed twice as far away. However, as we can see from Equation (5) if we double the thermal conductivity and 

place the channels twice as far away the time constant in fact increases by a factor of 2. Thus, while the material properties are 

important, the geometry (as seen by the square of the distance of Equation (5)) is even more important. 

𝜏 =
𝜌𝑚𝐶𝑚𝑙𝑚

2

𝐾𝑚

                                                                                                                          (5) 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the experiment data Vs simulation data for the 

mould surface temperature profile during successive injections [8] 

b. Design for coolant pressure drop 

The allowable pressure drop of the coolant in the conformal cooling channel is constrained by the available pumping pressure 

of the chiller. The objective of the cooling line design for pressure drop is to find a proper combination of the coolant flow rate, the 

cooling channel diameter and the cooling line length so that the resulting total pressure drop is smaller than the given pressure 

budget. The fluid mechanics of the incompressible flow can be used to predict the coolant pressure drop that is a function of the 

cooling line length, the cooling line diameter and the coolant flow rate. 

𝑃 =
𝐿

2𝐷
 𝜌𝑣2𝐶𝑓                                                                                                                       (6) 

Where Cf in Equation (6) is the cooling channel surface friction factor which differs for different flow regions: 

𝐶𝑓 =
16

𝑅𝑒𝐷

                                                                            (For laminar flow)                 (7) 

𝐶𝑓 =
0.25

1.82
(log10[(

𝑒

3.7𝐷
)1.11 +

6.9

𝑅𝑒𝐷

])−2                     (For turbulent flow)                (8) 

In the above equations, ReD is the Reynolds number of the coolant flow and e is the surface roughness of cooling channels. 

c. Design for coolant temperature uniformity 

The objective of the design for the coolant temperature uniformity is to check and make sure that the coolant temperature drop 

is maintained within a certain range. A simple expression of the coolant temperature drop ΔT is obtained by the following equation: 

ΔT =
𝜌𝑝𝐶𝑝𝑙𝑝𝑤𝐿

𝜌𝑐𝐶𝑐𝑄
.
(𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 − 𝑇𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡)

𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

                                                                                    (9) 

where lp is half the plastic part thickness, w is the cooling line pitch distance, L is the cooling line length, Q is the coolant flow 

rate and tcycle is the injection cycle time  ρc, Cc, ρP, Cp are the densities and specific heats for coolant and part materials respectively. 

Equation (9) indicates that during the steady injection cycles the heat pulse due to the cooling down of the plastic part is totally 

converted to the temperature rise of the coolant flow. In order to reduce the coolant temperature drop, the designer can use the 

coolant with large thermal mass, increase the coolant flow rate, decrease the pitch distance between two adjacent cooling channels 

or reduce the length of the cooling line. 

d. Design for sufficient cooling 

As we have discussed, the cooling analysis scheme adopted by most of mold design software is computationally expensive and 

not good for the design and analysis of complex cooling channels. With the concept of conformal· cooling, this scheme is much 

simplified. As the matter of fact, the steady cycle averaged mold temperature can be directly derived from Equation (3). However, 

this expression requires both the part ejection temperature Teject and the cycle time tcycle which cannot be both obtained. A simple 

iteration discussed below finds the cycle time and the steady cyclic mold temperature T ms based on the required part ejection 

temperature: 

Step 1. Assume the cycle averaged mold temperature Tms. 

Step 2. Calculate the cycle time tcycle for the required part ejection temperature according to part heat transfer. 

Step 3. Calculate the part ejection temperature at the end of tcycle. 

Step 4. Calculate the cycle averaged mold temperature Tms based on equation (3). 

Step 5. Replace Tms in step 1 by the cycle averaged mold temperature value obtained in step 4. 

Step 6. Follow the iterations from step 1 to 5 until the cycle averaged mold temperature Tms  reaches a steady value. 
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e. Design for uniform cooling 

The "uniform cooling" in this paper has both the global and the local meanings. The global uniformity is the cooling rate 

variation over the entire mold. It is guaranteed by keeping the coolant temperature uniformity. The local cooling uniformity refers 

to the variation of the mold surface temperature within the individual cooling cell sketched in Figure 5(a). The local cooling 

uniformity is defined by the difference of the cycle averaged temperatures on the mold surface right above the cooling channel and 

at the middle of two adjacent channels, i.e. points A and B in Figure 5(a). 

 

Figure 5: (a) Sketch of a cooling cell for cooling uniformity analysis, (b) Comparison of the analytical and numerical solutions 

for cycle averaged mold surface temperature differences at point A and B [8] 

The cycle averaged mold surface temperatures at point A and point B are expressed by the following equations: 

𝑇𝑚𝑎 = 𝑇𝑐 +
𝜌𝑝𝐶𝑝𝑙𝑝(2𝐾𝑚𝑊 + ℎ𝜋𝐷𝑙𝑎)(𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 − 𝑇𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑎 )

ℎ𝜋𝐷𝐾𝑚𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

                                               (10) 

𝑇𝑚𝑏 = 𝑇𝑐 +
𝜌𝑝𝐶𝑝𝑙𝑝(2𝐾𝑚𝑊 + ℎ𝜋𝐷𝑙𝑏)(𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 − 𝑇𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑏 )

ℎ𝜋𝐷𝐾𝑚𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

                                                (11) 

Where la and lb are the depth of the heat diffusion into the mold at point A and point B respectively. 𝑇𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑎  and  𝑇𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑏
 part 

ejection temperatures at A and B respectively. The cycle averaged temperatures Tma and Tmb are obtained following the same routine 

as discussed in section e. The local cooling uniformity of the mold is thereby defined as the absolute value of the cycle averaged 

temperature difference between point A and point B: 

𝛥𝑇𝑎𝑏 = ⃒𝑇𝑚𝑎 − 𝑇𝑚𝑏⃒                                                                                                            (12) 
Figure 5(b) plots the local cooling uniformity and compare it with the numerical for different cooling line pitch distance. The 

material properties used for this calculation are those of polypropylene (part), P20 (mold) and 20°C water (coolant). The 

ca1culatignis based on 2.5mm part thickness, 4mm cooling channel diameter and 20mm vertical distance from cooling line to mold 

wall. The heat conduction distances la and lb in equation (10) and (11) are chosen to be distances from point A and B to the wall of 

the cooling channel respectively. As one can see from the figure, the analytical and numerical solutions match very well in a certain 

pitch distance range. More accurate prediction can be achieved by adding adjustment factors la and lb. 

f. Design for mould strength and deflection 

Rao predicted the mold stress and deflection based on the rectangular cooling channel model shown in Figure 6. According to 

his model, the maximum tensile stress in the mold under a certain injection pressure Pm is: 

 

Figure 6: Sketch of a cooling cell under the injection pressure [8] 

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  
0.5𝑃𝑚𝐷2

𝑙𝑚
2

                                                                                                                 (13) 

The maximum shear stress in the mold is: 
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𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  
0.75𝑃𝑚𝐷

𝑙𝑚

                                                                                                                 (14) 

The maximum mould surface deflection under pressure Pm is: 

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑃𝑚𝐷2

𝑙𝑚

(
𝐷2

32𝐸𝑚𝑙𝑚
2

+
0.15

𝐺
)                                                                                     (15) 

The above expressions represent the worst case of the loading because the commonly used cooling channels are circular shaped that 

result in much smaller stress and deflection. The numerical simulation shows that the stress concentration is reduced by over 50% 

if we choose channels with round comers. 

IV.  INJECTION MOULDING PROCESS 

Injection moulding is the most widely used polymeric fabrication process. It evolved from metal die casting however unlike 

molten metals, polymer melts have a high viscosity and cannot simply be poured into a mould. Instead a large force must be used 

to inject the polymer into the hollow mould cavity. More melt must also be packed into the mould during solidification to avoid 

shrinkage in the mould. The injection moulding process is primarily a sequential operation that results in the transformation of 

plastic pellets into a moulded part. Identical parts are produced through a cyclic process involving the melting of a pellet or powder 

resin followed by the injection of the polymer melt into the hollow mould cavity under high pressure. One disadvantage with 

injection molding is that the mold tends to be very expensive and modifications of the mold and the design of the part that are to be 

produced are common and cost-consuming. Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) is an essential tool for simulation of the injection 

molding process. Its proper use will minimize the amount of redesign and retooling. There are three main stages in the injection 

moulding cycle: stage 1- injection followed by stage 2- holding pressure and plasticating and finally stage 3- ejection of the moulded 

part.  

Stage 1: Injection of the plastic melt into the mould 

In stage 1, the mould is closed and the nozzle of the extruder is pushed against the sprue bushing of the mould. The screw not 

rotating at this point is pushed forward so that the plastic melt in front of the screw is forced into the mould. Sprue gate design and 

location as shown in fig. 7. The gate location analysis is done on the bowl with different location. The best gate location for the 

bowl is at the center of the part in order remove the defects like weld line, melt line and sticks. Sprue gate used for the bowl due to 

symmetry and single cavity part. The sprue gate diameter is ϕ6mm and length is 100mm. 

 

Figure 7: Sprue gate location  

As per the analysis report fill time required to fill all the material as per part profile it takes 2.148 second as shown in below fig. 8. 

The flow of the material start from the bottom root of the part and fill the part with symmetry along all direction. 

 

Figure 8: Fill time   
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Also the injection pressure required to fill the material at the injection location is shown in fig. 9.  

 

Figure 9: Pressure at injection location  

 Stage 2: Holding pressure and plasticating 

When the mould is completely filled, the screw remains stationary for some time to keep the plastic in the mould under pressure, 

this is called the “hold” time. During the hold time additional melt is injected into the mould to compensate for contraction due to 

cooling. Later, the gate which is the narrow entrance into the mould freezes. At this point the mould is isolated from the injection 

unit. However, the melt within the mould is still at high pressure. As the melt cools and solidifies the pressure should be high enough 

to avoid sink-marks but low enough to allow easy removal of the parts.  

                              

Figure 10: Average velocity                                               Figure 11: Pressure Switchover 

Maximum pressure observed at the gate area is 100cm/s and at part entry level it is 50 cm/s. In allover part uniform pressure 

of 12cm/s is observed. In fig. 11 vp switchover point shown. The top of the part is shown in blue color which is filled by velocity 

pressure conversion only. (i.e. injection pressure is 0). During the plastication stage, the material is pushed forward from the feed 

hopper through the barrel and towards the nozzle by a rotating screw. When the gate freezes, the screw rotation is started. The 

period of screw rotation is called screw “recovery”. The rotation of the screw causes the plastic to be conveyed forward. As the 

plastic moves forward, heat from the electric heater bands along the barrel and shear starts to melt the plastic. At the discharge end 

of the screw, the plastic will be completely melted. The melt that accumulates at the end of the screw pushes the screw backward. 

Thus the screw rotates and moves backward at the same time. The rate at which plastic melt accumulates in front of the screw can 
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be controlled by the screw backpressure, that is, the hydraulic pressure exerted on the screw. This also controls the melt pressure in 

front of the screw. In fig. 12 it shows the clamping force required throughout the injection molding cycle. 

 

Figure 12: Clamp force require for the cycle  

When sufficient melt gets accumulated in front of the screw, the rotation of the screw stops. During screw recovery the 

plastic in the mould is cooled but typically the cooling is not finished by the end of screw recovery. As a result, the screw will 

remain stationary for some period until cooling is completed. This period is often referred to as “soak” time. During this time 

additional plastic will melt in the extruder from conductive heating. Also, the melted material will reach more thermal uniformity, 

although the soak time is usually too short to improve thermal homsignificantly.  

 Stage 3: Ejection 

When the material in the mould has cooled sufficiently to retain its shape, the mould opens and the parts are ejected from the mould. 

When the moulded part has been ejected, the mould closes and the cycle starts over again.  

V. MOLD FLOW ANALYSIS 

This chapter contains the simulation result and comparison.  The simulation results are used for calculating the cooling time 

required for the plastic part. Single simple plastic part with four different cooling channel layouts is used for checking the cooling 

time and behaviour of the plastic part. The cooling time calculated from analysis result obtains from AUTO DESK mould flow. 

The cooling time for all four samples calculated from AUTO DESK mould flow result is shown in images, 

 

a. Conventional cooling systems in the cavity and core sides 

 

Figure 13: Temperature distribution                Figure 14:  Part’s deflection 

                                              on the part’s surfaces 
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Figure 15:  Part’s cooling time                         Figure 16:  Percentage frozen layer 

 

b. Baffle cooling systems in the cavity and core sides 

 

Figure 17:  Temperature distribution                    Figure 18:  Part’s deflection 

                                             on the part’s surfaces 

 

Figure 19:  Part’s cooling time                         Figure 20:  Percentage frozen  

 

c. Conformal and baffle cooling systems in the cavity and core sides, respectively 

 
Figure 21:  Temperature distribution            Figure 22:  Part’s deflection 

                                                 on the part’s surfaces 
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Figure 23:  Part’s cooling time                         Figure 24:  Percentage frozen 

d. Conformal cooling system in the cavity and core sides 

 

Figure 25:  Temperature distribution          Figure 26:  Part’s deflection 

                                                 on the part’s surfaces 

 

 

Figure 27:  Part’s cooling time                         Figure 28:  Percentage frozen 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

On the basis of comparison of the results shown in Figure, it can be concluded that conformal cooling channel is the most suitable 

cooling system for the plastic part among other cooling channels. It leads to better cooling properties due to exhibiting the lower 

volumetric shrinkage and the lower sink mark percentage. It also provides the lowest time to reach the ejection temperature, which 

translates to lower cooling time and reduced overall cycle time. In addition, the analysis also shows that fully conformal cooling 

(both in cavity and core) also reduces the warpage in the parts compared to the case of conventional (in cavity) with conformal (in 

core) and also compared to the case of conformal (in cavity) with baffles (in core). The conformal cooling channel shows uniform 

cooling that makes it most favorable cooling system. Conformal cooling channels requires less cooling time and provides near 

uniform cooling of parts because these cooling lines are located to follow the part geometry in the mold. Use of an injection molding 

analysis software provides valuable information for plastic product and mold design in reducing time and cost of production 

especially for complex parts. For the comparison of all the different analysis review are mentioned in below chart, 
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Chart 1: Comparison of Cooling time, Part surface temperature & Deflection 

       To demonstrate the temperature distribution, fig. 13 shows temperature profile for normal cooling channel. Since Part surface 

temperature is 53.76°C in all types of cooling channels, as a result, the normal cooling channel has non-uniformity of temperature 

distribution within the range from 35.78°C to 53.76°C as shown in fig. 13 which means that lowest value (35.78°C) is more than 

mold surface temperature which is 53.76°C. In contrast, small temperature variation from 40.89°C - 29.90°C is with the use of 

conformal cooling combination as can be seen in fig. 25. 

     In baffle cooling, temperature distribution lies within the range from 36.02°C to 53.02°C as shown in fig. 17. These cooling 

channels cannot provide the uniformity for all portions of part. Furthermore, we notice that the highest temperature in the whole 

analysis is reduced by more than 36%. Therefore, it can be concluded that this result gives clear evidence that conformal cooling 

channel provides better temperature consistency and uniformity than other cooling channels even in complex part. 

The result of warpage analysis shows that minimum warpage (deflection) of 0.7501 mm was occurring with the use of normal 

cooling channels as can be seen in fig. 14, which is the lowest value as compared to other cooling channels. With the use of 

conformal cooling channel combination, the value of warpage increases to 0.7769 mm as can be seen in fig.26, because there was 

excessive and uniform cooling between the surfaces of the part. On the other hand, warpage increases significantly to 0.7534 mm 

with the use of baffle cooling channels as shown in fig. 18. It is because there was non-uniform cooling between the surfaces of the 

part. Furthermore, the results in fig. 22 shows that with the use of conformal cooling channel with baffle cooling channel, the 

warpage increases to 0.7563 mm. 

However, in comparison between the conformal cooling channel and normal cooling channel, the value of warpage (deflection) 

in conformal cooling channel is slightly higher than that of normal cooling channels, due to normal cooling design solves the part 

distortion problem in a better way in some cases depending on the complexity and geometry of the part, such as the part in our case 

study. However, in conformal cooling channel, this slight increase in warpage is not a big issue that could influence the main 

function of cooling due to having more advantageous conditions of lowest time required to freeze, lowest volumetric shrinkage and 

lowest sink mark. These advantages orgains of using conformal cooling channel outweigh the losses or disadvantages of such 

modest increase in warpage.  

VII. CONLUCION 

The present study was analysing the cooling channel layouts and their arrangement effects on cooling time. In order to improve 

productivity and to reduce the occurrence of defect in PIM, cooling channel design is of great importance. Optimization approach 

applied to cooling channels design optimization were suggested direct simulation-based optimization. Four different layout of 

cooling channel studies demonstrated to show the feasibility of the proposed optimization methods.  

Cooling design optimization of injection molding for a complex free-form molded part requires a complicated analysis steps, 

optimization strategy and appropriate computer aided tools. This Paper presents a systematic method for optimizing the cooling 

channels in order to obtain the target mold temperature and reduce the cooling time and the non-uniformity of temperature 

distribution of the molded part. To increase the computational effectiveness, both analytical method and simulation-based method 

were used successively. 
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